
Introduction to Bee Genetics



Some Basic Bee Biology

• Haplo-diplontic organism
• Workers and queens: two sets of 16 chms
• Drones: one unpaired set of 16
• Eggs laid in drone cells are unfertilised





• Drones – x (sometimes n), aka ‘haploid’
• Queens – 2x (or 2n), aka ‘diploid’
• Drones produce sperm (each one 

identical) by mitosis (normal division)
• Queens produce gametes by meoisis (a 

reduction division which involves 
recombination* of parental chromosomes)

• Such gametes are all different, unlike the 
sperm

* Recombination is the exchanging of segments of partner chromosomes



• Queens have around 10-15 mates

• Recombination rates are the highest 
known for any animal, 10x greater than 
most

• Implications are that hybrids quickly end 
up with very mixed chromosomes



What does this mean?

• Drones ‘filter out’ bad gene versions (a 
version of a gene is an ‘allele’) as there is 
no masking of effects with functioning 
versions

• Single queens can store most of the 
variation* found in the bees of an area

• No-one knows why recombination rate is 
very high

* Each queen carries 2 alleles in her own cells plus the sperm from 10-15 mates



The Honeybee Genome Has Been 
Decoded



Freely available online, chm 3 showing all the genes present (pale blue boxes)



Part of chm 3 with a gene crucial to honeybee population genetics, csd. 



Amino acid alignment of the hypervariable region with a variable number of (N)1–4/Y repeats 
that were excluded in the evolutionary sequence analysis.

Hasselmann M , Beye M PNAS 2004;101:4888-4893
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Amino acid alignment of the hypervariable region with a variable number of (N)1–4/Y repeats that were excluded in the evolutionary sequence analysis. Several gaps must be introduced to maximize homology. Flanking amino acids shown in bold are conserved. Amino acid sequence among replicate variants (as shown in Fig. 1) is the same, except for an amino acid difference for replicate D2-38 (position 390, Y → H). The numbers above the alignment represent the position in the overall sequence alignment, including gaps.



Csd gene

• Controls gender
• If only one type present, functionally male
• If two different types, functionally female
• Diploids with 2 identical copies are ‘diploid 

drones’ from fertilised eggs laid in worker 
cells

• Diploid drones are usually eaten as young 
larvae and a drain on colony resources

• See later for population effects



The Main Races: Where From?



The genetics of different bee races

• Paper by Whitfield on 
‘Thrice out of Africa’

• Perfectly matches 
Ruttner’s 
morphometric study





Inbreeding and Outbreeding



Outbreeding:
• Drones and queens fly far (10-40 miles!)
• Local mating possible, also cold flying
• DCAs are historic sites
• Controlling the drone genetics of an area is very 

difficult!
• Outbreeding gives general vigour
• Second and later generation crosses can be bad 

tempered, especially across large genetic 
divides



Inbreeding and Outbreeding

Inbreeding:
• Permits selection to be effective
• Reduces resistance to pests and disease
• Reduces colony vigour
• Colonies in many isolated areas must be 

exposed to a risk of inbreeding
• Main reason for problems is the csd gene



Complementary Sex Determiner



Effects of csd

• Healthy populations carry perhaps 10-15 
versions of the gene

• 19 versions known
• Sustainable isolated populations below 5-

10 colonies are hard to achieve, as csd
diversity cannot be maintained

• In the long term 10-30 colonies (perhaps 
50) are needed in an isolated area to 
maintain vigour due the csd effects



What does the bee breeder need to 
know?

• Control of outcrossing is required
• Cooperation/scale required to make 

progress
• Populations below 30 and certainly below 

10 will suffer from inbreeding over time
• This can be countered by planned 

exchanges between compatible areas, or 
some long-distance mating

• Each colony can produce only two types of 
drones – you need many drone colonies



Conflicting Messages?

• A single queen can carry most of the diversity in 
an area

• Population sizes* below about 10 are not viable 
in the long term

• Why?  Single queens can only produce drones 
with two variants of the csd gene.

* this assumes complete isolation



…. yet

• Many traits are heritable and so can be 
successfully selected for

• These include temper, productivity, 
hygienic behaviour, AFB resistance, 
chalkbrood resistance, virus resistance, 
Varroa resistance … colour, cappings 
colour, flying in cold, pollen storage, wing 
morphometry …..



notes added following the discussion ….

• Some alleles are dominant, some recessive (so effects 
are hidden) and some are co-dominant

• In a previous version of this document I erroneously 
stated that dark body colour was dominant.

• This version is updated thanks to the comments of Jon 
Getty on SBAi



Updated note on genetics of body colour

Body colour in honeybees is controlled by one major and several (perhaps around six) minor genes.  It 
has been suggested that some of the minor ones have the dark form as dominant whereas the 
gene with the big effect has yellow as dominant over black.

The big effect gene has been called bl+ and also Y.  Doesn't really matter - the effect is that a first 
cross between a dark (eg Amm) and a yellow bee (eg Italians or Apis mellifera ligustica) gives 
yellow-banded workers.  This makes it easy to spot first generation hybrids between these two.  
First generation crosses between Amm and Carniolans are not so easy to see as the basic body 
colour is similar.

There are added complications such as genes that affect the sexual forms only, including genes that 
give dark drones in the African types.  The Eastern types of Apis mellifera such as Carniolans also 
have gingery drones which are quite distinctive compared to dark Amm drones.

Various papers by Woyke make the genetics clear, and Laidlaw and el Banby described the 
dominance of yellow types earlier.  The chapter in Thomas Rinderer's book on Bee Genetics and 
Breeding on visible mutants in honeybees by Kenneth Tucker reviews the detail of the genetics of 
body colour.

http://jhered.oxfordjournals.org/content/53/4/171.extract
http://jerzy_woyke.users.sggw.pl/difbocol.pdf
http://ibrastore.org.uk/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=99
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